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A piloted flight simulator, having cockpit motion in pitch and roll,
together with a simplified visual representation of the outside prorld,  has
been use6  to study attitude control requirements for jet-borne V.T.O.L.
aircraft in hovering flight and low speed manoeuvring. Values of control
effectiveness and aircraft rate dsmping which were found to give satisfactory
control characteristics in roll and pitch are presented and compared with  the
results of previous studies and with V.T.O.L. control criteria. Brief studies
of some non linear control gearings, and tests of pilots' control following
autostablliser  faillure,  sre also reported.
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1 IKRODUGTICN

Thos paper IS concerned with tns control characteristics needed in jet-
borne ir.T.0.L.  aircraft to enable a pilot to manocuvre  the aircraft at low
speed and to stabllise  it at the hover. The investigations  wore  made on a
ground-based piloted flight simulator, the purpose  of the tests being to examine
the usefulness of such a device for studying control requirements  for V.T.O.L.
aircraft and then, if posslblo, to oxtcnd  the range of control characteristics
studied beyond those already  covered by full scale research projects such as
the Rolls-Royce 'Bedstead' 1 and the Short S.C.l 2 aircraft.

Tho particular feature of the jot-borne vehicles  considered here is that
the translational motion needed for manoeuvrlng at low speed is obtained  by
tilting the whole nircraft,so  as to produce a component  of lift-engine  thrust
in the desired  direct-ion of movomcnt,  rather than by rotating only the ongine
or Its nozzle to gonoratc  the force  required. This method of manoouvring is
currrntly  used on almost all jet lift aircraft  at low spood, even  when provisIon
for changing the engino  thrust line relative  to the body has been medo  to help
in the transition from wing-borne to jot-borne  flight. But it means that the
ability to control tho aircraft's position over  tho ground is effectively
determined  by the attitude  changes vrhich can bo produced,and  this depends in
turn, of course, on the characteristics of tho aircraft's attitude control
system.

A conslderablc  quantity of rcsonrch  work into the control characteristics
of V.T.O.L. aircraft has already been published, based on a variety of expcri-
montnl  tcchniquos,  ranging from fixed cockpit simulators on the ground to
variable stability holzcopters  UI flight. Somo of this work has also boon
collated to frame tentative sots of dosign  roqulromcnts 3,4* Dcspitc  the volume
of this work, however, some uncertainty still exists as to the basic roquire-
merits for control power,  control sensitivity  and damping. For instance,  a
simple  comparison botwecn trio boundaries relating satisfactory control
sensitivity (or control power)  and dcmping, found by different investigators,
reveals  , apparently,  fairly large discropancios. Them are probably sovcral
reasons  for this. Fayo3, in a simulator study of single-axis  and multi-axis
hovering tasks, has shown  that controllability about ono axis may bo markedly
affected  by tho control oharactcristics  about the othar  axes. Breu16 has
suggested  that these dlffcrcncos  may be partly cxplainod  by difforonoes  in the
typo of manoeuvro  pcrformod m the various tests - in some oases a tight
attitude  control task, in others  a translational  manoeuvro. Past experience
mth conventional aircraft suggests that purely mechanical imperfections in the



control system, such as excessive friction  end backlash, may play a consxderable
pertin the assessment of an aircraft's control characteristics, znd these
features might ~11 have varied from one investigation to another. Fondly pie
are faced tith  the sheer difficulty  of forming a precise  subJectivc  judgcment
as to v&en control characteristics fall  below an 'acceptable' level  if the
deterioration  is progressive  and fairly groduel.  Boundaries cfiich eppear  as
hard lines dividing satisfactory and unsatisfactory regions on the plots of
aircraft control characteristics are sometimes  aimed more at producing some
sort of rendily  essimilatca  order Into the expcrlmcntal  results than in laying
down  rigid requircmcnts. JuZgod against this background mnny of the apparent
discrepancies betmen the work of different. investigators assume less
importance.

The present experiments were conductoa  In two stages. The first con-
sisted of setting up the simulation and then  of attemptIng  to assess  its
validity by comparison nnth  full scale flight nork, particularly that mdc at
R.A.E. on the Short S.C.1  aircraft. The results of thw stage of the nork,
which is described in section 2, of the paper, were that the slmulotion  gave
a farrly good rcpresentetion of the V.T.O.L. control task in the lntcral  plnno,
but that, because  of limitations in the simulation equipment, the roprosbntatlon
In the pitching plane nes not wholly satisfactory, nhilc  it YES consdered  that
studies of height control and of yairnng  control ~;ould give results bcnring
little relationship  to the full scale task. As a result of these findings
work  in the second stage was ccncentrated on the lateral characteristics,
(roll attitude  and the associated translationd  freedom of sideways movenont),
and, to a'lesser  extent, on long~tudind  control (pitch attitude  with its .
associated freedom in fore and aft translation). In those lntcral control
studies, dcscrzbed  in sectlon  3 of the paper, the limited range of control
sensitivity  and damping investigated in the first stage of the experiment was
extedcd to cover a much wider rnngo  of charactcrlstics  than those vMich  could
be currently studicd  in flight. A brief assessment was also  made of some
suggested non-linear gearings bctwcen the pilot's stick and the roll control
which were intcndcd.  to lmprovo  tine overall roll control characteristics.
Finally the investigation of lateral control included some studies of tho
pilot's obllity  to control the aircrzft  folloning  a s&don failure  in the
nutostabiliser.

Because of the limitations in re‘alism  of the longitudinal simulation the
investigation in this plane was confined to brief  study of a ttider  range of
sensitivity  and damping than has been covcrcd  in the initial stage. This work
is described In section 4.



2 SETTING lip AND VALlDATIOiJ  OF ThS V.T.O.L. SIMULATION

There are two fairly distznct  facets  to the process of setting up n
ground based simulation  for studying aircraft handling characteristics. The
first is the formulation of a sot of mathematical equations  which can be
solved  III  the computer section of thy simulator tc provide a continuous output,
representing, at a~ insixint, the bchaviour of the aircraft in rcsponsc  to the
pilot's control actions. The sooond  concerns the conversion  of these computer
outputs, occurring initxdly  ns voltage sigmls, into lifelike representations
of the pilot'3 flight environment, causing him to respond  to the simulated
aircraft's behaviour in a rcnlistic menncr. The30 two facets  are, of courac,
common to the simulntion  of all typos of airoraft,  but the special features
whwh  are of importnncc in rcprosenting V.T.O.L. aircraft in low speed jct-
borne  flight  will be discussod in tho noxt twn sections.

2.1 Equations of motion and their  solution on the computer

Trio  particular characteristic of V.T.O.L. aircraft nhioh  moat clearly
affects the form of the equations of motion is the absence of any clearly
defined direction s.n which the resultant veloolty  vector may be expected to
lie. For conventional aircraft in normal flight thus velocity vector is con-
fined in direction to a fairly small region about the aircraft's forward body
axis. But a V.T.O.L. aircraft must.be  expected to move with roughly equal
ease in any direction. An immediate  consequence of this is that axis aystams
baaed on the flight path, which have proved to be amongst the moat convenient
for simulating aircraft in conventional flight,  are unsuitable for V.T.O.L.
work, because illa orientation of the 8x1s systems becomes Indeterminate at the
hover, with a consequent &scontinuity  in the equations as the velocity passes
through zero. For the same reason tho concepts of incidence and aideslip, as
normally applied to conventional aircraft, are difficult to use dn V.T.O.L.
aircraft'.

r"or the present tests the equation3 of motion with respect  to an axis
system fixed in the alroraft  were used. The complete equations for a rigid
aircraft arc given  in Appendix A, together with the approximations which were
necessary in the present case because of limitations in the amount of computing
equipment  available. Scveral  terms in the equations  which arc frequently
omitted, because of their small siee, in tho well known small perturbation
theory  for conventional aircraft, must now be retained. 'This arises from the
feature mentionod above, that the velocity  components along the lateral axis
may be a3 large es those ;n the fore and aft direction, so that product terms
such  a3 'JR and VP in the translational equations  cannot now be neglected.
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Moments arising from the gyroscopic  effect of the rotating parts of the
lift engines wrc not represented in this stinulation since  calculation had
shown that they were ncgligiblo  compared  with other factors affecting the
aircraft's handling.

hiost of the approximations which had to be made through lack of computer
capacity in the present simulation  were concerned with resolving the velocity
components, computed with respect to aircraft axes, into velocity components
over the ground. As a result the aircraft's motion was only represented
accurately when the heading changes from the runway direction were small, but
this condition was satisfied in all of the tests reported here.

The present tests wre concorned only with hovering and manoeuvring
at low speeds, bolom,  say, 20 knots, a situation in which the aerodynamic
forces  acting on a jet-borne aircraft are usually relatively small. It WaS
considered that these aerodynamic effects could be adequately rcpesentcd  in
this case by forces and moments  about each axis which mre simply proportional
to the velocity component along that axis. The numerical values for these
aerodynamic offocts  used in tho simulation, which corresponded to those measured
in flight on tho S.C.l aircraft, are given  in Table 1 together with  the other
aircraft data used.

The actual computing arrangement, which is shown U-I block diagram form

in Appendix C, involved the use of 79 operational amplifiers (21 summers,
45 sign reversers  or buffers and 13 integrators) lrnth a further 15 amplifiers
for instrument,  cockpit and visual background driving signals. Non-linear
operations needed  five wiitipliors, some with up to five channels, together
with two resolvers.

2.2 Equipment and methods used  for representing the aircraft behaviour
to the pilot

The general layout of the equipment  used in these tests is shown in
Fig.1. The pilot's cockpit was mounted on a moving mechanism driven by
hydraulic rams to represent changes in tho aircraft's pitch and roll attitude.
There was no yawing movcmont. Iho cockpit attitude was controlled directly
according to the computod  pitch attitude and bank angle  of the aircraft, no
attempt being made to represent sustained translational accelerations. In
some of the tests where large attitude changes were encountered, particularly
the investigations into control following an autostabiliscr  failure,
(section 34, it was necessary  to rcducc the ratio of cockpit movcmont to
computed  aircraft movement in order to prevent the cockpit moving mechanism
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from hitting its stops. Except in thoso CRSCS,  a one-to-one correspondence
betrmm  cockpit and computed arrcreft  movement was maintained.  Even when the
roducocl  ratio mentioned above was necessary tie vjsusl  simulation equipment
described in the next peragraph continued to give the pilot a correct impression
of the aircrsft's  orientation.

Busdes the information  he gained  from the cockpit'motions,  the pilot
was given visual indications of the aircraf 2's bchaviour by means of the
cockpit instruments, Fig;2(b), and by nn optical projection'systom which  was
used  to reproscnt  his vion when  loo!cing  outside the aircraft. Fig.1 Shows
that the cockpit was almost complctoly  surrounded  by a curved scroon,  with
the pilot's head located roughly at its ccntrc.  The proJector  was mounted
just above the cockpit end worked on the 'shadotgrph  principle - a point
source of light being usod to cast the shadow of a suitably shrpd cut out
onto the viowing screen. In this case tho cut out took the form of e
triangular  somi-transparent  pinto, hnving  scribed  on it n number of lines
radiating  from tho apex, Fig.2(c). 'iihon ?roJected,  this ploto  formed an irage
having;  the principzil  perspective  features  of an nirficld  runway  as seen from
above,  Big.3. The apex  of the triangular plate WCS pivoted  to a ring on the
projector,  the shadow of this ring representing the earth's  horizon on the
scrcon. The base of the triangular Plato  could bo novcd  rulntivc  to the pro-
jection lamp  by tMo small servomotors acting  on signals from tho ccmputor.
Movement of the plate  closer  to the lamp  caused the projected Image  to oxpand
and gave the lmprosslon  of the aircraft coming closer  to tho ground. MovcmDnt
of tho plate sdcnays, out of alignment with the l,?np,gave the impressIon  of
the aircraft being lnterally Sisplacod  frcm tho runway centre  line. A singlo
transvorsc bar, ponztlonod  by another  servomotor,  produced  a line shrrdon  nt
right angles  to the runway i;b;ich  cculd  ho used to reprosent,  for instance, the
runway  threshold. F~&.ly tho whole assembly was carried on e three oxis gimbal
system whzch  could be ro'ltcd  to give the impression  of I;ho airrr‘af't  pitching,
rolling and yndng.

Two photographs sholnng  the viovr scan  from the simulator cockpit %?'ith
this cqulpmcnt  are roproducod  in Fig.3. In tho lowor  viorr  the nircrnft  was
displaced to the right of tho runway nnd banked to the left. For comparison,
Fig.4 shows tym photographs  Waken  by a ocmora  attached to the S.C.l aircraft
during hovering old low sped mnnoouvrlng, the aircraft being in very roughly
the same sort of situation as that dcpictod In the simulator photograph.
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2.3 Validation of the simulation by conparison  vnth  flight experience

If my confldencc  1s to be placed in the results of ground based simula-
tion tests It is obviously zmportant  that an attempt should be made to validate
the experiments by comparison with flight experience. But this must depend
largely on the SubJcctive  Judgenent  of experienced pilots, and although they
are readily able to point out any of the grosser differences between aircraft
and simulation, they wuld be amongst the first to emphasise  the &ifficultieS
of making detailed quantitative comparisons of aircraft handling characteristics.
Six B.A.X.  pilots took part in the simulation tests and, of these, three had
flight experience in jet-borne V.T.O.L. aircraft and all had experience on
helicopters. One visiting pilot with considerable Jet-borne V.T.O.L. experience
also flew the simulator. The experience of' the pilots taking part in the tests
is sunmanzed  in Table 2.

One feature  which became  apparent wry early  in tho simulation was the
important part played by ground detail in the visual. background. Although
control of attitude 1s the fundamental  foaturo  when hovering or mnnocuvring
at low spocd  it was evident  that the pilot was also continuously monitoring
his notion over  the ground, and was usin:, this motion as the principal guiding
factor in deciding  what attitude to donand. With the present visual background
the pilot had to judge his position over  the runway by watching changes in the
shape of the perspective pattcm,  and to Judge his rate of movement by tho
speed with  which the pattern seemed to be passing him. Not surprisingly,
pilOtS  found it more  difficult  to ~uago  their  position and speed in the
simulator, whore the amount of dotail  in the ground pattern was very limited,
compared with  the case of doing this in flight 5-n surrounded by the detail
and texturo of a real landscape.

Of the three translational motions  the pilot's found that sidonays  movement
across the runway waS by far the easiest to judge and they  felt  that, in this
respect, the simulation gave a valid rcprosontatzon of real  visual flzght.
This was largely due to tho prcscnco  of numerous  lines parallel to the runway
ccntrc line  which gave a good indication of sideways velocity. In contrast,
the motion along the runway was indicated only by movement of the single
threshold bar and this gave a relatively poor impression of forward speed.
Pilots found that, as fnr as fore and aft motion mas concerned,  they could
operate best over a limit&d range of distsncos  fail.ly  close to the threshold,
but there was occasionally some confusion between forward motion and pitch
attitude changes. Altogether the visual simulation of forward motion was not
considered to be wholly satisfactory, but pilots were prcpzred to accept it,
with reservations, for a preliminary  study into pitch attitude control.
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The portrayal of height changes on the visw1 projection 7~~3  superficially
quite convincing but it ~2.3  found that, in practlco,  pilots could not control
their hoight'on the simulator vtith ,anyt.hing like the same accuracy as in
flight. There KLS cn optimum height  of about 40 feet, at which the excur310116

could bc kept within  five  to ten fact of the required value while  hovering,
but this needed  nuch  more  concentration  than in real hoverrng.  At heights
much abovo  the optimum the changes in the porspoctivo pattern with changing
hoight began to become rather smell, while  at hoights below the optimum the
picture becsmo blurrcd because of the finito  siec of the projection lamp. In
either cnsc it vm3  the pilot's perception of vertiwal  velocity which was most
affoctod. Pilots found that because of those  deficioncios they were not
attempting to u3e'tha  type of hoight control movements In the simulator that
they normally used  in flight and it m3  therefore  felt  that no great value
would be gained  from making a systematic  investigation of height control with
the prcscnt  simulation equipment.

In nttztudc  control the visual indications  of the shadowgraph  proJector
were supplemented  by motion cues from the moving cockpit in pitch and roll.
For those two freedoms the simulation was  felt  to be quite reprossntativc,
apart from the confusion betwocn pitch attitude and forward movement already
mentioned, and some  slight jorkincss in tho cockpit rolling motion which became
apperont  at the highest operating  frequcncios.

Cockpit movoncnt  was  used in nonrly  ‘all  of tho tests reported  bore  and no
systematic  tests have yet boon made on this simulator to ~33~33 its value in
V.T.O.L.  studies.  Won the movcmcnt  %?ts switched  off at the request of a
visiting pilot, (Pilot G), a vs.gorous pilot-induced oscillation in roll resulted
for a condition which ho had prov~ously  controlled quite sntisfnctorlly  with the
movement svntchcd  on. (K = 0.57  rad/sec2/inch  R = 0.6 sot-'.)  A'brief series

of further tests with  this pilot at the some love1  of aircraft roll damping
(R = 0.6 m-l) indicated a prcfercncc  for lower control sensitivity when the
cockpit wil3  fixed,  (optimum botwocn  K = 0.26 and K = 0.52  rad/soc'/inoh),  than
when it was moving, (optinum  K = O*57/rad/sec2/inch).

A more comprehensive  investigation  into the role  of the motion cue in
V.T.O.L. simulation has been reportod by Foddersen'. .

There ~33  no cockpit movement to no.d the pilot  in controlling the yawing
motion and pilots found this much more dlffloult than the other two rotational
freedoms. To some extent this ms  true of the S.C.1 errcraft  as ~11, but most
pilots folt that tho simulator exaggerated  tho difficulty. It was found that
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small rates of yam were hard  to detect and the indication  of heading, although
perspectively correct, vas confusing, particularly when the arcraft  WAS dis-
placed from the runway centre  line. AS ~6th the height control, It was felt
that  little  would  be gained from making a systematic study of yaw control va.th
the present simulation  equipment.

From the general findings reported In tho previous  paragrsphs  it ~8
evident that limitations  In the simulation  equipment avaIlable  for these  tests
precluded any detailed studxs  of control about al.1  six degrees of freedom.
Pilots found that with practxc  they cculd  hover and menoeuvre  the sunulator
in SLX degrees of frcedon for long periods without danger of loss of control,
but they affirmed that much more concentration  was nocdcil  than for the
corresponding task in flight. !!he added. effort nccdod  to control, particularly
the height and yaw freedom, would undoubtedly h,?ve affected their assessment
of the remaining freedoms  even  though these vx)re better represented. For the
tests reported  in the remainder of this paper  the sxmilation  was therefOr
modified to try to produce a 'work load' on the pilot which WCS more  roprc-
sedative  of reel  flzght. Firstly the height was fured at about 35 foot,
thus reducing the degrces  of freedom to glvc  five  instead of xx. Pilots who
were familiar vsith S.C.l aircraft thought  that this w$s a reasonable stop,since
in the nircrzft  they found height control so good that it took rclativcly
little  of their concentration. Sccondiy  the yam &mping of the simulctod
aircraft XLS increased untxl  the pilots felt that yaw control on the simulator
was absorbxng  about the same proportion of' their effort as it did in flxght.
(The value of damping actually chosen  on the simulator corresponded to a

-1aamping:  inertia ratlo,  k, of 1 set , compared with a value  believed to be
about 0.1 -'set for the actual al;rcr,aft.)

Wth these modifications tic stipulator was considered  suitable for
undcrtoking  the roll control invcstlgotion  &scribed  in sectlon  3 and the more
limited pitch  invcstlgztion  in section 4. In n further effort to vnlidate  the
simulation under thcso conclxtions the two pilots who were most familiar with
tho S.C.1 aircraft, (PiLots  A end B), were asked  to comment on the sinulation
when  it was set up to represent the speclfxc  values of dsmping  available  on

2tine S.C.l . In roll tiieso were 0.6 sot -1 , for the autostabiliscr off, and
values  of 3.7, 4.0, 5.9 anrl  7.0 see -1 were avcilablc  at different autostcbiliser
settings. -1The corresponding values  in pitch were 0.5 set , and 3.0, 4.0, 4-V
and 5.8 set -1 . Tvo hxghor  damping settings  avnilirble In the sircrsft  werc not
incluaed  in this assessment. The pilots founii  it dd'ficult  to make  pornt-by-
point comparisons at the thrco lowest  autostabiliscr settings, but this seems
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to bo consxstcnt  with their f'light-ex-Perionco where the changes in handling
characteristics foy.those  settings  rmro.not,  apparently,  very marked. Both
pilots felt thct the simulator~secmcd  to respond to control novemonts  in both
pitch and roll slightly more  irmodiately  than did the aircraft. A careful
exeninatzon  of the timo records  Per  control stick displacement and noesle
opening on the aircraft, (o.g. Fig.7 of Ref.J), shovasmd  that thorc wils  a slight
delay  between these two quantities, and this had not been represented in the
simulation where  'perfect' control operation was assumed.  Brou16  has shown
that time dolays  of 0.1 sot and less rroro quztc  noticeable in V.T.O.L.  control
tests and it appecirs  that more attention u;ill hnvo to be paid to this aspect
in future  simulation exorcises.

When  tho damping was reduced to the v.aluo'for autostablliser  off,.or
incronsod  to the higher nutostabiliscr  settings,  tho changes  in handling
charaotoristios  on the simulator wore much more marked, *s in the aircraft,
and scomod  to roproduuoe tho flight chcngos  fairly  faithfully.

The affect  of atnosphoric turbulence  on the simulated  airc~aft's  handling
was invcstitptod  by introducing white noise, shopod  to reprcsent  a turbulanco
poser spectrum,  into the computer at appropriata  points. Bocauso of tho small
values of the Laerodynamic forces and moments occurring on jet lift aircraft
at low spcod  tho.offect  of these  Gust disturbcncos  was hardly noticoablo.
This agrood with flight expericmc  on the S.C.l aircraft, where  the only
ncticeablc  affect of turbuloncc  is t'nzt caused by feedback from  the aerodynamic
control surfnoos  for trio mode in wh%ch  they N'S not opomted irreversibly.

Another cntick on tne validity  of' the simulation was given by the visiting
pilot, (PIlot  G), most of wl~oso flight  cxporienco  was on tho Hawker PI1 27
aircraft. 'Ihc  pitch and roll dcmpings  of this aircraft were set up on the
simulator and the control sensitivities varied, under the direction of the
pilot, until he judged  the response to be similar to the aircreft's.  The
senscltibxties  s6 obtained were very close to those actually used on the'aircraft.

Before turning to the systematic tests reported in the next two sections
of this report,*mention mey be made of the steps being taken to overcome some.- _
of the deficionoios  in simulation equipment note,d  in the previous paragraphs.
Many of thorn ware centred  on the limitations of the present visual background
and it is hoped to tackle tha~so in two ways. An improved shadowgraph projector
is under active development, which, by using a semi-transparent scale model in
place  of the simple cut out of the presont.cquipment,  will greatly cnhallce  the
mount of ground detail which can-bo portrayed. Fig.5 shows a typical pilot's
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view obtained with a development mock-up of this equipment. This method of
visual simulation combines the features, essential for V.T.O.L. work, of a
wide field of view and considerable  ground detail. Its main limitation is
tine rather small area over which the aircraft can be mnocuvred,  a circle _

1000 feat in diameter in the present case. As an alternative, where a larger
field for manoeuvre  is required, a visual background based on close circuit
television principles, (and intonaed  primarily for simulationwork  on con-
ventional fixed-wing aircraft), is at prcsent'being  installed. Wile this
equipment‘allows  8 virtually unlimited  area  for manoeuvring , the actual
field of view is sonfined  to sn angular range of about 40° in pitch by 50"
in azimuth in the forward direction, and this may prove tc be rather small
for V.T.O.L. work at very  low speed.

3 SIW.JLATOR Il'MXiTIGATION  OF ROLL CON'TROL  CWCTERISTICS

As reported in section 2.3, pilots found the present simulation more
convincing in the roll freedom and its associated sideways translational motion
than in the other directions, and it was therefore decided to concentrate
most of the work on this aspect. The steps doscribed previously for trying
to ensure that the overall 'work load' on the pilot was comparable in flight
and in the simulator were taken  in all of'thcse  tosts, i.e. the number  of
degrees of freedom was reduced to five by locking the height, and the yaw
damping *as increased.

The investigations  included, (a) the variation of handling charactcr-
istics  with damping on the cnc hand sndmith  control sensitivity  and control power
on the other, (section :.I); (b) the effect  of various non-linear  gearings in
the control system, (section 3.2) and (c) a study of the pilots ability to
control the aircraft following certain failures in the autostabiliscr,
(section  3.3).

3.1 Variation of handling oharaotoristics  with roll control sensitivity
or control power) and damping

Two terms arc used in this report to describe different aspects of the
cffoctivoness  of the aircraft's controls. Tne first, Control powcr,  is taken
to mean the ratio of tho control moment arising from full control dcflcction,
divided by the aircraft moment of inertia about the appropriate axis. It is
therefore a measure  of the initiel  angular accclcration -iuhich  will result  from
a step control displacenznt  to full travcl,.and  has'thc units radians

2per second . The second,  Control sensitivity, is &fined as the initial
angular acceleration per unit stop control displacement  and has the units
radians per second2  per inch. For linear gearing between the control stick
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and the moment applied to the aircraft those  ti<o terms are, of course, di.reo~
related by the total control stick movement. Yfnich of them constitutes the more
significant measure of control effectiveness depends  on sovcral  factors and will
be discussed later in this section.

The quantity  used as a measure  of the aircraft damping is the ratio of
the total moment resisting angular volooity, divided  by the aircraft moment of
inertia about the appropriate axis. This damping: inertia ratio 1s denoted  by
B in this report and has the units l/see. The ratio dotormines  the time con-
stant of the exponential motion following h step application of tha controls,
(see Appondix B), and has boen generally accepted as having an important
influence  on V.T.O.L. aircraft flying qualities.

The purpose of the tests rcportod  in this section was to extend the range
of  control characteristics which had already boon investigated in flight on the
S.C.1 aircraft, (i.e. seven 10~1s of damping:- R = 0.6, 3.7, 4% 5.9, PC,

-19.1  end 11-Y  set , at ono level  of sensitivity IC = 0.37  rad/seo'/inch)  so as
to cover  a broader field of sensitivity and damping. TRR piloting tasks were
considered; the case of hovering ovor a given  spot on the ground;‘and  the ease
of translating the aircraft sidotvays  through a distance of roughly tC0 feet.
Brcu16  has already pointed out that difforcnces betnoen the rcquiremonts  of
these two tasks might account for the apparent discrcpancios betwon the results
of previously published work, and it was evident in the present tests that the
requirements  were, to some extent, conflicting. Hovering, being in the nature
of a stabilisation  task, led to a requircmont for a well dampcd  and fairly
insensitive air-raft, vrhilo manoouvring required a moro lively  aircraft with
brisker rcsponso  to tho controls.

During these tests a sorios  of different control characteristics was
representid  on the simulator and aftor  evaluating  each  for hovering and
manocuvring the pilot was nskod  to give his opinion of its handling qualities.
He was notgenerally  told what changes  to expoot  from one configuration to
nnothcr ancl  the chllngcs  wore not nadc in a fixed, nor usually in a particularly
systematic mannor. Figs.6 and 7 illustrate  tho order in which tho configurations
WOre tostod  by two of the pilots and tho tables beneath record the pilot's
comments.

It may be noted that no attempt has beon made here to use the system  of
numerical rating for recording  pilot opinion, which has been gaining
mcreasingly  widespread USC over tho past fcm years. In this method the pilot
is presented rvith a number of descriptive  statements concerning tho oaso of
controlling the aircraft,  ranging in a graded series from good to bad. !t'hO



pilot is asked to indicate which  statcmcnt  IS nearest to his oum  opinion,

his choice  being rocorcled as a number, corresponding to the position of the
chosen statement in the sorios. Although this method is very concise and glvos
a certain air of precision to the work, it k?s in the cuthors'  opinion a
number of disndvnntages,  particularly for exploratory tests of the tyEe des-
cribed here. For ono thing it is felt that the numerical  rating system places
too much emphasis on mnking a formal Judgement  as to the overall 'acceptability
or otherwise of a configuration, often at the cxpcnse  of appreciating the
underlying reasons  for that judgcment. And as a method of placing  a pilot's
opinion on record it frequently suffers from its ovm  conciseness in that arQr

provisos made by the pilot in assigning the nunorical  rating cannot con-
veniently be registered. (It is then a small but potentially dangerous step
to regarding the numerical  rating as akin to any other mensurcd quantity ad,
therefore, ns fit (: subject  for statistical tests and other methods of numori-
cd nmlysis  .)

In the present tests the pilots were not asked  to make any overall
judgemonts  of this sort but simply to discuss the charaotcristios of each
configuration as they  found it. The process of digosting  the mass of resulting
lnformmtion  was then the task of the investigator, obviously in consultation
with  the pilots, but without being tied to any strict averaging of pilot
opinion.

l'ho  type of cosmcnts  m&c by t!le pilots IS illustrated in Figs.6 and 7,
theso being slightly edited versions  of whrrt was actually said. It is evident
that the pilots asscssmc!lt  of any configuration cannot be entirely  divorced
from what has gone before,  most of trio  comments containing both compzison
with the last few test conditions and an attempt at an absolute assessment.

There wore thrbo sources of criticism of the handling characteristics
which could bo so readily  identified  that for brevity they will be dcs~ribed
in this report by the adjectives ‘sluggish’, 'underdamped and 'overscnsitivc'.
The term 'sluggish' denotes the inability to chcnge  the attitude of the air-
Cr,Xf?  from on0 steady vCduo  to cnother  rapidly enough. The most noticoablc
featur0  Of an 'underdampod'  aircroft  was that the aircraft's response to stick
deflection tended to have the characteristics of an acceleration rather than a
rate control. A result of this was that, instead of the aircraft's rate of

rotation  ceasing alcost  as soon as the pilot recentralised  his stick, the
motion >muld  only die away after an appreciable time interval, depending of
course on the amount of damping available. Alternatively, for precise control
of attitude the pilot was forced to us e 8 carefully timed counter control
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movement to stop tm rotstim, (see,f'or  ex,unplc,case  4 of Fig.6). In the
'over-sensitive'- case the aircraft's response to small, and perhaps involuntary
stick movements by the pilot was too lergc. This usually led to continuous
hunting by the pilot for the correct stick position with a consequent small
amplitude roll disturbance of the aircraft. .

Flg.8 show ho:v each of the oorG?igurations  tested was assessed in these
terms for tho two tasks of hovering and manoeuvring. The tests were made
without atly  extQrnal  atmospheric disturbance, a previous trial having
established that the cffoct  of turbulence  on this configuration was extremely
snail, (section 2.3). .

For hovering, (Fig.B(a)),  pilots profcrrod  a reasonably  well damped
aircraft'which  was frco  from any tendency  to hunting duo to control over-
sensitivity. But too docile  'in aircraft lad to dif'f'iculty  in maintaining an
accurate hovcring  position,bccause  tho attitude o:hanges  ncedod to control the
aircraf'fstranslational  speed could not be mado  rapidly enough. With a very
sluggish aircraft pilots found thcmselvcs  parforming  long period translational
oscillations about the required hovering point bQcauSc  they  could nowr  get
the attitude exactly  right at the right time.

'The translational manoeuvrc  may best ba oonsidcrcd  in three phases.
Starting from a hovering position the first phase consists of establishing the
dQsired  translational velocity by a cycle of bank application,  and romwal,
the necessary  sideways  accolcration  thus being introduced  by a component  of
the lift ongino  thrust. Control rcquiremonts  in this period of initiating the
motion tQnd  to be less critical than later  in tho manoouvre,  but U-IQ trans-
lational volocrtjr that the pilot is prepared to use may, novertholoss,  bc
effectively determined bythc control characteristics, for he knows  that later
on he must bc able to stop the motion fairly precisely. This second,
decelerating,  phase  occurs as the aircraft is approaching its now hovering
point and again involvos  an attitude  chango  to bring en appropriate  conponont
of lift cngino  thrust into play. Finally,as  the aircraft arrives at the
hovering point,the  attitude must bo rapidly changed  back to its hovering value
so that the translational motion ceases  at procisoly  the correct point. Correct
timing of those attitude changes becomes progressively more important in those
three SUCCQSSiVO  StegOS, and So conscquontly  do the control requirements become
greater.

Fig.8(b)  shays the pilot's assessments  for manoeuvring of the conflgura-
tions testod, again in terms of thorn being 'too sluggish' 'underdampod'  or
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'over-sensitive'. TNO mam changes are apparent when  they arc compered  with
the requirements for hoverx~g  given an Fxg.a(a).  The arec. in mhxh  control
characteristics  were felt to be too sluggish has expanded into the area &here
they were previously satisfnctory  for hovering, and the area of high sensitiv

and low damping, which had given  difficulty with hunting at the hover, was
liked for manoeuvring because it gave fast aircraft response. The latter
point may however be somewhat academic since this hunting JXIS  of co~-sC
objectionable once the aircraft returned-to the hover.

ity

The two boundaries  of Fig.8(a)  and 8(b) have been comb'lned in Fig.9 to
show those combinations of aircraft roll damping and control sensitivity which
were free from major crltxism  both OS regards hovering and manoeuvring.
An attempt has also been made to indicate  on this figure how rapidly  ths
characteristics deteriorated outside the satisfactory region.

Figs.10 and 11 show two sets of time histories of sideways  translation&
manoeuvres  mado by different pilots. Each set contains examples  of tests
made with  aircraft chnractoristics which were as&sed  as 'too sluggish',
'near optimum' and 'over-sensitive'. Although Pilot B in Flg.11  tends,
overall, to make more vigorous manocuvres  than Pilot D in Fig.10,  there is a
marked general similarity in the bohaviour of the two pilots when  faced with
the different  configurations.

The sluggish nature of the first conflguration  is evident from the large
control dlsplacomcnts  used by the pilots and the length  of tune they had to be
maintained to bring about the required attitude  changes. The translational
manoeuvre  was consoquentl:r  relatively slow. Much smaller control movements
suffxed  with the 'near optimum' configuration and a fastor msnoouvre  could
also be achieved. An even  faster mmoeuvrc  resulted from the more rapid con-
trol response  in the *'over-sensitive' condition, but Fig.lO(c),  ospeciclly,
shows how this was accompanied by a continuous rolling oscillation, super-
imposed on the rolling motion necdcd  for manocuvoring and caused by the pilot
constantly hunting for the correct stick  position.

In all of theso  manocuvrcs  ths increase in control actxvity  needed in
successive phases of the manoeuvr'c is evident.

3.2 Discussion of results of the laterd.  control investigation  and
comparison with previous studies

In describing the results of tho present tests  the quantity control
sensitzvity  has been used as the mcasuro  of control effoctivcncss,  (Flgs.7,
8 and 9). Clearly, howvcr,  in some of the conflguratlons  descr~bod as



'sluggish' it was not merely the low control sensitivity which caused the pilot
concern,  but also a lack  in tha total control tower  available. He spoke, for-
instance, of 'using full control trnvol  all the time', (case 3 of Fig.6). It
is sometimes difficult to distinguish cloarly'betwecn  the importance of those
two quantities, control power and sensitivity. It would almost  ccrtairiy  be
an ovcrsimplificction  to assume  that, because  tho pilot was not constantly
moving the control to its stops, he was, therefore, necessarily satisfied with
the control power. His desiro to onsure  that he always had some additional
control powor  in hand might lead him merol,11 to monocwre  the aircraft more
gently.

The issuo.is  further complicate3 in our own, and in much of the published
experimental  work, by the fact that any change  in control powor  involved a change
in control sensitivity as well, since the maximum stick travel was hold constant
and linear gearing betwoon stick and control actuator was used  for most of the
tests. Some further tests, in which a non linear control ctllo~od  indepondont
variation of control sensitivity 2nd control power are briefly discussod  in
section  3.3.

To aid this discussion Fig.12 shows a hypotnoticnl  modal  of how the three
quantities: control power, control sensitivity  and damping might bo oxpeotod to
affect  the aircraft's handling characteristics. For wry low control powers it
is assumed that no combination of control sensitivity  and damping, howover
favourablc,  can coa,;>onsnto  for the overall  lack of powor,  so that it is not
possible to produce a satisfactory control system. As the control power  is
increased  a stag<> is reached at which the handling charactcristios  become just
satisfactory, provided  that tho limited powor  occurs with the optimum vnluos  of
control sensitivity  and eircraft  damping. At other  values  of sensitivity  and
damping a further increase in control po:vor  ~~11 bc naeded  to produce a satis-
factory system. I'ihcn tho control powor  becomes  fairly large, quite a wide rango
of control sensitivity and damping can be tolcratod, and ovcntually tho stage
is reached when the control power  is noro  than adcquato  for sll practical
purposes. In this case the pAlot  is never  likely  to use control displaconnnts
anywhere near  the maximum and the relationship  for satisfactory control roduces
to one invclving  only sensitivity and damping.

In treating control pov,or  and control sensitivity as independent variables
the assumption is made that the maximum stick travel  is not constant but is
altcred to accommodate tho combination of powor  and sensitivity being oonsidcrcd.
Whore  a constant stick travel is used, as in.mos.t.expcrimontal  studies,  the fixod
relationship bctwoen control sonsitivity and control powor  which results  mn;y be
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represented by c. plane, cutting dingonally  across the hypothcticjl  model, as
shown by tho broken 11~s in Fig.12. In this case tne quantities control
power  and control sensitivity  may both dofinc  the control effectiveness equelly
~11 for one particular  set of tests, but neither is likely to be ontircly

satisfactory when comparing different tests involving different maximum stick
travels, for these correspond to different 'dingonal  slices‘ across the model.

In Figs.13 and 14 the results of the present investigatzon  e.re  compared
with those from previous  studies, using control sensitivity  ns the bas?s  for
comparison in Fig.13 and control powor  in Fig.14. The data  is again given in
the form of boundaries dclincating  good and poor control characteristics on
a plot of control cffoctiveness  and ‘aircraft  d‘amping. In Fig.14,  whore the
measure  of control effcctivcnoss  is taken to be tho control power, those
boundaries which obviously depend  only on tho control sensitivity have been
omitted. Comparison is made  in theso  figures  with  both the results  of previous
simulator studies5'6, (boundaries shown by heavy hntchuring),  and with  various
control criteria for V.T.O.L. aircraft vinlch  have been proposed4,lO .

Of scveral  previously reported  simulator studios into t‘ne  control of
V.T.O.L.  aircrsft  at the hover, two in particular wore sufficiently similar
in the equipment used and in the tasks invostigatod  to.allow  a more or less
direct comparison with the present tests. These vmre the work of &ye5 at
the N.A.S.A., and that of Brou16  ct the Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation. Both used moving cockpit simulators having freedom about two
axes, and both were concerned with hovering and manocuvring tasks of the type
discussed in this paper. In the Grumman  work  the outside visual world was
also  represented by an optical proJection  system giving a picture  very similar
to that used in the present tests. For the N.A.S.A. tests there was no speci,il
visucit  representation and the pilot had to judge for himself horn the aircraft
would have manoeuvred over the ground as e. result of the attitude changes he
could produce on the cockpit.

In both the N.A.S.A. and the Grumman  investigations the pilot rating
method of assessing the aircraft's charsrcteristics  was used and the results
were present as contours of constant pilot rating on the plot of control
effectiveness and damping. With this method the boundary usually taken as
boing most significant is that lying mid way betwocn the contour for rating
point 3, which has the description 'Satisfactory, but with  some midly
unpleasant characteristics' and that for rating point 4, which  has the des-
cription 'Unsatisfactory. Acceptable but with unpleasant  chcractcristics'.
As discussed earlier this rating method WCS not used in the present tests



and the boundary shorm  in Pig.9 is that for chzractenstics  which  were 'free
from critibism'. It might be felt thet this is CI somewhat more stringent
assessment thnn that corresponding to 'a pilot rating of 3$l used in the
previously published work. However Kg.13 shows that the 'free from criticism'
boundal;J of the present  tests agrees clcsoiy  the 'pilot rating 3&l boundary of
Faye, at least when compared on the basis of control scnsltivity.  Bred's
results, on tie &her hsnd, show greater tolerance in the range of sensitivity
and dcmping  consider&  acceptable, particularly with regard to the more sluggish
aircraft characteristics.

The maximum stick travel usod in both Fayo  ax-113  Brcul's  tests was 25 inch
compared  with a stick travel  of 234 inch in the prcsont  case. Wlcn plottad on
the basis of control power,  rather than  control sensitivity (Fig.l4),  the effect
of this larger travel is to mcv&  tho boundaries lx the right, so that the .
results of the present tests then lie about mid-wv bctweon thcs~ of Fayo  and
Breul. But, as discussed earlier, the tcsts with differant  maximum stick travel
may be likened to different cross sections of a three dinonsicnd  surface,  so
that a straightforward cc,np,viscn either on the basis cf control sensitivity  ar
control power may not be strictly valid. As y-at thore is insufficient data to
dofine  those matters clearly and further work on the lines followed by Patiernc
and Isca'  ms,y  be neadod.

..As  well as comparing the present  oxpcrimcntal  results with those from
previous simulator tosts, Figs.13 and 14 nlsc show boundaries for acceptable
aircraft ch,zxcteristios  colculcted  fron  two of the tentative sets of control
criteria which have so far bcon put forward. Tho A.G.A.R.D. recommendations4
hnve actually been framed with V.T.O.L. operntlcn  under I.F.B. conditions in
mind, so that they might be oxpected  to be rnthor  more stringent than the
results of the simulator tests, which wore concerned with ordinary visual
flight. In as far as the A.G.A.B.D. rcccmmcndnticn  for minimum damping is
ccncomcd,  this apponrs  to be lho case, for in all three sets cf. simdntcr
tests tho pilots were prepared to accept lower levels of damping than those

I

recommended for instrument flight. As regards bath  u&mum sensitivity  (Fig.13)
and minimum control power (Fig.14)  the A.G.A.R.D. rcccminondntlcns  +xre  in good
agreement with  the present experimental results, but the boundary for maximum
control sensitivity (Fig.13) suggests  mcrc  tcl~mnco  of cvcr-scnsitlve  ccndi-
tions than that found in the simulntor  tests.

IYost of the A.G.A.R.D. recommendations are actual:~  stated in terms of
tho attitude change  rtiich should bo produced in the first scccnd  as tho result

IOof a given control displacement. Lynn has based his reccnmcndnticn on a
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sllghtly  different  concept-that  0f defining  the control  characteristics  need
to perform  manoeuvres  which  had been  found  from helicopter  experience  to be
typical  of operational  tasks. For given  aircraft  characteristics  Lynn's
recommendations  may be reduced to a boundary relating control  effectiveness
and damping  which  is also shown  in Figs.13 and.  14. For the case of the g.G.1
considered  here  this manoeuvre  criterion  is seen to be more tolerant  of
sluggish  aircraft  characteristics  than the A.G.A.R.D.  recommendations.

Mention was made earlier,  (section  3.1), of the need  for a considerable
counter  control  movement  in an aircraft  with low damping  in order  to arrest
any rotational  motion at precisely  the attitude  required. Lynn

10 , ancllstar
Dathe 11 , have derived  expressions  for the timing  of this counter  control
movement which  show  that  considerable  anticipation  by the pilot  vxuld  be
needed when  the damping:  inertia  ratio  has a vclue  of less than about  two.
The present  experiment&t  results  seem to be in good agreencnt  with  this
conclusion.

3.3 Investigation of various non-linear  control  gearings

In providing satisfactory  control  characteristics  for V.T.O.L.  aircraft
at the hover  the designer  is faced with  scveral  compromises. He must  weigh
the balance  between providing adequate  roaotion control  power  from the nozzles,
while  avoiding  excessive  demands  for bleed air from the lifting  engines. The
control  gearings  and stick  travel  may be dictated  by the requirements  of high
speed  flight,  leading  to values  of control  sensitivity  in jet-borne  flight
which  are wall below the optimum. One method which  has been suggested'  for
overcoming  this particu.L: difficulty  is the use of non-linear  gearings  between
the stick  and the control  noszlc  so that  control  power  and control  sensitivity
may be treated,  to some extent,  as independent.

Fig.15 shows thrse non-linear  gearings  which  were briefly cxiluatcd  in
the present  tests  for comparison  with  the basic  S.C.l linear  control  gonring.
Fig.15b)  and (c) show gearings  in which  the control  sensitivity  varies  with
stick  displacement  according to a quadratic  law, that shown  in Fig.l5(b)  having
a sensitivity  in the stxck noutrti  position which is double  that  of the linear
control, while that  in Fig.l5(c)  has a control  sensitivity  for stick  neutral
which  is a half  that of the linear control. Flg,15(d)  .+oms a diffmxmt type
of non-linearity  in which  the control  sensitivity  has a relatrvely  high  value
for the first  part of the control  travel,  but with  the moment  from the control
nozzles  remaining  constant  at the larger stick  displacements.
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It was soon eviaent  in these tests that a considerable progrsmme  of work
would be involved in investigating each of these configurations fully and in
optimising  the actual values of sensitivity and stick throw. Since time would
not sllorr  tiiis,only  a brief study to gain pilot's general impresolons  of the
non-linear gearings was made. None-of, the gearings tested  proloked  aw great
enthusiasm from the pilots when compared with the linear control gearing.
Several pilots  felt that gearings of the type shown in Fig-Is(b)  and 15(d)
might give a false sense of security  because the amount of stick displacement
used in the cockpit would suggest that they had plenty of control in hand,
whereas iq reality most of tho available control power was being used..
Conversely the type of gearing shown in Fig.l5(c) was felt to provide a genuine
sense of security because the larger stick displacements were particularly
effective. In this case however the control was much too sluggish for small
stick displacements. _I

* Another type of roll control characteristic investigated NBS one in which
the artificial damping in roll was reduced when the control stick was displaced.
The intention here was to produce an aircraft having fairly heavy damping at the
hover, where only small  stick displaccmonts  are used, while  at the same time
having brisk response to the larger movements which might be used for
manoeuvring.

Again o& a brief  evaluation without previous optimisation  of the various
parameters  was possible, but even 90 this modification %as felt to give quite an
improvement  in alrcrdt handling characteristics; iartioularly  at the lower
control sensitivities. For the case-of the S.C.l, having a roll control

-1sensitivity of 0.375  rad/sec*/inch  and a damping: inertia ratio of 3.7 WC ,
the tests indicated that a reduction in damping by about &@6 at full stick
travel gave the most improvement.

3.4 Investigation of control following autostabiliser  failure

Wnenever  autostabilisation is used to altar  the flfring  characteristics
of aircraft, consideration must be given to the effect of failure of some com-
ponent on the co&r01 of the aircraft. (In the S.C.l aircraft special precau-
tions have been taL&,in  the deslgn  of the autostabiliser to ensure  that no
sin&c failure  can render  the auto$tabillser  suddenly inoperative.)

Although control investigations of the type &scribed earlier in this
report may show that pilots could control an aircraft with characteristics
corresponding to those for the autostabiliser  inoperative, additional problems
are created when the autostabilisor  fails,suddenly,  for the pilot must then
rapidly adjust his control behaviour to suit the now situation.
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In the present tests two oases were considered. In the first,  faitura
of the autostabiliser norely reduced the demping  from its normal value to
zero. In the second  cast the failure also introduced  an out of balance rolling
moment, as well as causing tic damping to fall to eero.

An experimentaL  difficulty in investigating this situation is that of
creating the element  of surprise which nould  normally be a major feature in
the problem being represented. This can be genuinely achieved only for the
first few tests in any investigation; thereafter the pilot is naturally
suspicious that a failure is about to occur and at best it can only' be mada
to oocur  at the most unlikely moment.

Fig.16 shows time histories of the aircraft behaviour during some of
these tests. In all oases the flight condition before failure tis that of
the S.C.l in damping setting 1 (control sensitivity 0.37  rad/seo2/inoh,
damping: inertia ratio 3.7 set-I). The pilot ganerally  found it fairly easy
to maintain control when a failure which simply reduced the damping to zero
occurred in steady hovering flight. Fig.l6(a)  shows that tharc is a tendency
for him to over control and thus produce a continuous small amplitude bank
oscillation but this is not too serious for an emergency condition. When a
similar failure  occurred during manoouvring  tho results were very variable,
depending on the exact condition of the aircraft at the instant of fniluro.
Fig.l6(b)  shows a case PZnere the fm.lure  occurred just after the start of a
sidewsys  translational manoauvre, and hero the pilot mnnaged to retain quite
reasonable control and complete the manoouvre. But on other oooasions  when
the failure occurred as the pilot was initiating an attitude change it was
easy  for control to be lost altogether.

Some 'iypcs of autdstabiliser  malfunction  may not only cause the damping
to fall to zero but may also introduce an out of balance rolling moment,
which requires the stick to be held in a new, off-centro  position for trim.
This combination of circumstances ms found to be vary arfrloult  to control.
There was a natural tendency to relax the stick  displacement back to the
neutral position once the first disturbnnco  had been overcome, and the out of
balance moment, combined unth  tho lack of damping, would than cause  the air-
craft to roll rapidly out of control. Figs.l6(c)  and (a) show two examples
of this condition. For the comparatively small out of trim moment needing an
eighth of the full control travel to trim pilots found toe situation reasonably
easy to deal with provided the aircraft was well stabilised  beforehand. Even
a malfunction needing a quarter of the control travel to trim was controlled
on the simulator but the pilots felt less certain  of equal success in flight.
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For one thing they did not have to worry about height oontrol  on the simulator,
whereas in flight  constant adjustments to povrer  wula be necessary to counteract
the effect of attitudo changes.

4 INVESTIGATION OF PITCH CONTROL CHARACT%RISTICS

As already described in section 2.3 tho slmulotion  of the longitudinal
flying task VI&S  felt to be less realistic than that in the lateral plane because
of limitations m the visual  simulation equipment, and the pilots had some
reservations about the results which would bo schloved  with  it. iFor this
reason only a cursory investigation into pitch control characteristics was
attempted.

Maw of the comments made when  discussing the results of the rolling
investigation in section 3 ere equally applicable to this study of pitch con-
trol, including those concerning the relationship between control power and
control sensitivity.

For the pitching tests the roll control characteristics  nere held con-
stant y&th  values of damping: inertia ratio (4 soo-') and control sensitivity
(0.5 rd/sec2/inch)  which wore close to the optimum, (see Fig.13).

Fig.17 shorvs the pilots' assessments of pitch control on a plot of
damping end control sensitivity. The gcnerd  picture 1s broadly  similar to
that found for the roll case - a satisfactory region  bounded on one side by
an area in vrhich  control mas too sluggish  and on the other by one in which It
was too sensitive. It was felt  however  that the satisfactory region %+as  less
tightly bounded in pitch then in the roll case. There ws also a tendency to
prefer lover  control sensitivity and to tolerate lower damping in the pitch
control characteristics compared tith  those in roll.

This data is compared in Figs.18 and 19 tith the results of previous
investigations again by ;aye5 and Breu16  and with various control
crl+&.j&10,11,12 . The pattern of the comparison 1s again very similar  to the
rolling case. When compared on the basis of control sensitivity, Fig.18,  the
present test results a.173  consistent with those  of Faye, but allow n smeller
region of satisfactory control than that indicated by Breul. In Fig.19,  when
the measure  of control effectivcnoss  is taken to be the control power, those
boundaries which  obviously depend only on the control sensitivity have been
omitted.

1 .
As regards the comparison with control criteria, the A.G.A.R.D.

rccommendations4  for minimum damping are more sFvero  then those indicated by
tho results of tho simulation studios, but again  this probably reflects the
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requirements for operation under I.F.R. rather than the purely visual flight
tasks considered here. Both the A.G.A.B.D.  ana Lynn's 10 recommendations for
minimum control sensitivity agree reasonably well  with the results of the
present simulator tests. Tho criteria proposed by Lollar12 for maximum
control sensitivity  is slightly more stringent than the results of the present
tests but again his work was concerned with  operation under  I.F.R. rather than
V.R.F. conditions.

5 CONCLUSIONS.

Pilots' general assessment of the rcclism  of the present simulation
showed that the representation of ground detail m the vmxd background was
of great importance in providing the indications of translational velocity
nceaed for controlling the aircraft at the hover and. in low speed manoeuvring.
The present visual  simulation cquipmcnt  vms only roclly adequate in this
rcspeot for representing sideways translational ption. Difficulties  in
controlling the aircraft's yawing motion on the simulator also indicated the
need for a better representation  of the visuel  background and also, probably,
the need for cockpit motion which was not available about this axis.

Tests of the nircrcft's  roll control charactcristics,for  a wide rangc  of
control effectiveness and aircrsft  rate dsmping,alloweu  a carpot  plot of those
parameters to be drawn,with  a boundary indicating combinations which gave
satisfactory aircraft handling qualities. This boundary has been comparea
with those derive&  frcm previous simulation tests nna with boundaries calcu-
latea  from various V.T.O.L. control criteria. In general  reasonable agreement
was found between the present results and those from previous vork. The
reasons pilots gave for not liking tho characteristics which were felt  to be
unsatisfactory have been recorded ana aiscussoa. They were fairly consistent
from Gfforent  pilots and scorned to arise logically from the type of tasks
they were asked  to perform ana the given narcraft  characteristics.

Some brief tests with non-linear  gearing bctwccn the control stick and
the control actuator dig not show a~ outstanding advantages  over a linear
control, but these tests wcro by no means exhaustive. Another brief  set of
tests in which the aircraft rate damping was reduced with control stick
position did show a noticeable improvement in handling qualities ever those
with  linear control.

Some tests to investigate tho ease of controlling the aircraft in the
event of an sutostabiliser  failure  shotvod  that the simulator could be ccn-
trolled  fairly easily when a simple  reduction in damping occurred in stabilised



hovering flight. Results for the same typo of failure wnen the aircraft was
being manoouvrod wore very varxnble  and dcpcnded  cnticjlly  on the exact con-
dition of the aircraft at the instant the fail&e occurred. jijhcn the auto-

stabiliser  malfunction resulted in nn out of balance rolling moment, as well
ns a reduction in damping, the simulator was vcry,amuch more  difficult to
control 2nd the $lots were doubtful v&ether  they  should have been able to
control such EL failure in flight, oven  from  a stabilised  hovering condition,

if the out of bdancc noedcd  more  than a sx1all fraction of the total  control
travel to trim.

Bocause  of linitntions in the simulatzon equipment a less comprehensive
study of pitch control was made, but a carpet plot of control ef%‘ectiveness

and aircraft rate damping was ngdn obtained and hns been compared with the
results of previous studies. Rcasonablc  agrcomcnt  between the various results
was found.
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Appendix A

COHPLETE  EQUATIONS OF 1fOTION FOR A SY%%ETRICAL,  RIGID AIRCRAFT, TOGETHER
WI'Bl THE APPROXnlATIONS  USED  IN 'iwE  PRESENT TESTS

A.1 Translational motion w.r.t.  aircraft body axes

(a) Longitudinal

& = P, + X - mg sin 0 - m%Q + mVR

(complete equation used)

(b) Lateral

mir = Py + Y + mg ~0s 6 sin I$ - mIJR + mW

(complete equation used)

(c) Vertical

ml?  = Pz * Z + mg  00s  6 cm Q, - mVP + mUQ

(complete equation used)

A.2 ~okationcl motion about aircraft body axes

(a) w

In 'i = (Iz,-I,) RP + I,,(R2-P*)  + Ty + M

(complete equation used)

(b) gc&

Ixx + = (Iyy-Iz,) QR + I&+FQ)  + T,+L

(complete equation used)

(c) YS
I &z i = (I -1xx YY 1 R + Ix,(+-&~)  + us + N

(complete equation used)



A.3 Euler 8x3s rowersion  from rotation about aircraft body axes to
changes m &craft orientation  w.r.t. the earth

27

(a) Attitude angle

it = Q cos $J -8 sin+

(complete equation used)

(b) Bank angle

4 = P + Q sin + tan 0 + R oos 9, tan 0 (= P + 4 sin 0)

approximation used In simulation:-

+ :: P + Q sin $J sin 8 + R cos $ sin 8 , for 0 small .

(4 Azimuth angle

.
Jr = Q sin # set e + R cos  $ SAC 8

approximation used in simulation:-

+ = Q sin $ + R cos I$ , for tl small .

A.4 Translational velocity components w.r.t. earth co-ordinates-

(4 klong runway

3x = U case COS$ -V(COS$ sirl$-sine  sin+  c0s*)+W(sine  CO& COS$

+ sir@  sin*)

approximation used in simulation:-

ix = lJ-v& + W sin e , all attitude angles small .

(b) Across runway

iy = U c08e  sin* +V(co/s$  c0sJc+ sine sin4  sin$) -W(sirx$  cosf
- sir& CO@ sir&)

approximation used in simulation:-

W sin $ , all attitude angles small .
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(c) Height

sz = - u sin 0 + v cos e sin f$ + w cos e co9 $2

approximatmn  used m simulation:-

is = - U sin 8 + V sin $J + W , all attitude angles small .

A.5 Resolution of wind components wx, m , ws measured m.r.t.  earth a>es
mto components Uw, V, and vJw along the aircraft body axes

(a) Component along the longitudinal axis

u =w wx cos 0 cos $ + wy cos e sin $ - ws sin 8

approximatzon  used in simulation:-

uw  = AC.2
“x + “y 57.3 *

(b) Component along the lateral axu

VW = -W,(COS$I sin*-sine sin+  cosJr)+~y(cos~  cos$+si&  sin@  si.n$)+wz  case  sit@

approximation used in simulation:-

v :: Jr0
w '"x 57.3  + “y ’

(c) Component along the vertuzl  axis

w, = wx(sine  cos$  cos*+sin~  sin$) -wy(sin$  c0sg-sine  COS$ sin$)+wz  c0se COP+

approxmation  wad in simulation:-

Ww u wx sin 8 + IY .z
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AN XWF%XXON FOR TK3 SIEJ";tE-D~G~E-O~-~~~O~I  ROTATIONAL MGTIO~~
REACTIO?? CONTROLLED VEHICLE I;I!iH DU??IKG WHXN  SUBJECTED 'TO  AN

rnEAT.sSED  C5%%L INPUT

In order to change the attitude of a.rczction.controlled  aircrfd't the
pllot  must make  a sequence of movements which  may take roughly the form of the
idealised,  step changes in control position shoxn  in Fig.A.

----*2,
T--I , --->

Control
deflection
s(t)

I- -------
j 7 I%
1 L-L---L-.- .*

I62
II9

_-_.  Tj.me  -----/

In this control sequence the control deflcctlon  s(t) has the,values:-

s(t) = 0 for t<o

6(t) = +6, for 0 < t < T,

s(t) = 412 fcr T, < t < T2

S(t) = 0 for T2 < t

The aircraft motion is govurned  by an equation of the form:-
.

I$ + cq5 = 13 6(t) (B.i)
where #I is the aircraft attitude (x-ads)

I is the moment of inertia (slug-feet2)
C is the damping moment (lb ft per raa per sea)
M is the control moment  (lb ft per inch)

6(t) is the control deflection (inches).
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This may be retittenz-

'G,  + R; = K S(t)

-c.where R = - 1s theI 'dampxxg  to mertia ratio'(por  set)

K = F is the 'control sensitivity' (rad/sec2/inch)

(B.ls)

The z2thod to be used for solving this equation is that of the Laplace
transformation:-

?(P) =
I
co empt  f(t) dt .

0

The transform of the time function of control deflection, 6(t), shown in
Fig.A is therefore:-

*I *2
Z(p) =

I
6, eept  dt -

J
S2 ewpt  dt

0
T1

= -; (,-e-pT.‘)  -2 (e-pTLe -pT2 ) b.2)

SO that the transform of equation (B.l&) is

K 9p(p+R)T = -p(l-e
-P*, K 6*
)-,(e

-PT, -~*2
-0 )

having the solution

K 9 K@, + S2) c
-PT,

Yj =
K S2 c

-Pan

p2(p+R)  - P'(P+R)  '
+ 2

'
(B.3)

P (P+R)

The inverse of this expression may be found from a list of known transforms,
together with the application of the Shift Theorem zn the case of the last
two terms.

K6,$(t.)  = y- * i (emRt-j) 1 K(S, + b2) -R(t-T,)
- R (t-T,) + i (e -1) H(t-T,)1

K6z+ -y (t -T2) + $ (e -RbT2) - 1)1 H(t-T2)
. . . (B.4)

where H(t-T)  is an operator having  tho property that, if
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then

and

g(t) = f(t-T) Il(t-T)

g(t) = 0 for t<T

g(t) = f(t-T) for ti>T  .

An expressmn  for rate &change of attitude  1s obtained from the uwerse of
p5, i.e.:-

l-e -R( t-T, %H(t-T,)+T
-R( t-T2

'3
H(t-T2)  .

. . . (B.5)
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Table I

TABLE OF NUMERICXL DATA USED IN SETTING UP ThE SIMULATION. MOST
VALUES ARE THOSE FOR THE SHORT S.C.l AIRCRAFT

Weight 6900 lb

Moments of inertia Pitch I~ 54f30 slug feet2

Roll Lx 1865  slug feet2

Y8.W I se Too3  slug feet2

Product Irs taken tb be zero

Engine characteristics

Max. combined thrust of four lift engines. 8400  lb.

Engine respcnso characteristics represented by a first order lag with
time constant 0.11  sac, together with a limitation on max. rate of change of
thrust to 3500 lb/set.

Lift throttle sensitivity (in hovering region) 1000 lb/inch.

Idling thrust of propulsion ongino.  400 lb.

Control system characteristics

Pilot's controls

Longitudinal control travel t3$ inches
Lateral control twvel t33 inches
Directional control travel +3 inches

Force  gradients (on simulator)

Longitudinal control Breakout  force 2 lb
Force  at full travel  11 lb

Lateral contrcl Breakout force 2 lb
Force at full travel 4 lb

Direction control Force at full travel cpprox. 25 lb.

Control power, control sensitivity  and demping  were varied during the
test programme. In representing tho S.C.l aircraft values taken w.xo:-

Longitudinal control pcwer (full travel) 1-l  rad/seo*
Lateral control power (full travel) I.3 rad/sec2
Directional  control power (full travel) O-35  rad/sec2
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Table 1 (Contd)

The corresponding control sensitivltx2.5  wore 0.31,  0.37  and
O-12  rads/sec2/inch  for the longitudinal, lateral m-d alrectlonal  control

powers respect1ve1y.

&rodynamx  characteristicsI_-

Forces produced by relative wind

LongitudinsJ  Xu = -7 lb per ft/scc

Lateral Y =Y -12 lb per ft/scc

Vertical zw =- -20 lb per ft./xc

Moments produced by relative  vend

M
Pitdung + = +o*3°/scc2  per ft/sec

YY

L
Rolling + = -O*4’/sec2  per ft/sec

xx

N
Yawing v = +O*0j"/sec2  per ft/sccI zs
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Table 2

EXPERIENCE OF PILOTS TAKIXG PART IN THE SIWLi,TION

Types of $et-
borne V.T.O.L.
aircraft flown

Short S.C.l
Hawker PI 127

*denotas  only limited experience  on-these.types.
fdenotes  only one flight on each of these aircraft.
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g acceleration  due to gravity
I Ix&y2 3s moment  of inertia about the rolling, pitchmg

and yawing body datum axes
I x.3
L
LY

M
Mu

N

Nv

P

?ypy,ps

Q

R

s.,s.,s;
x Y

T ,T ,TXY 3

u

v

w

X

Y

z

QlfJ,Jr
w ?W ,wXY =

product of mertin
rollmg moment due to aerodynamic forces
rollmg moment  due to relative mnd along the
lateral body axis

pitching moment due to aemdynamc  forces
pitching moment due to relative wind along the
forward  body axis

yawing moment due to aerodynamic forces
yavring  moment due to relative wind thong  the
lateral body axis

rake of roll about body datum axis

engine thrust component3 along the forward,
lateral and normal body datum axes
rate of pitoh  about body datum axis

rate of yaw about body datum axis

velocity component3 along, across 2nd normal to
the rummy

rolling, pitching and yawing  moments  due to
engine  and reaction control forces

velocity component slang  the forward body
datm  8x13

velocity component along the lateral  body
d.ztm  axis

velocity component along the normal body
datum axis

aerodynmic  force component along the forward
body datum axis

aerodynmic  force component along  the lateral
body datum axis
cerodynmic  force component along the normal
body datum axis
Euler attitude angles of roll, pitch and yaw
wind components dlong, across end normal to the
-my

SYmOLS

ft/secR

slug feet2
slug feet*
lb feet

lb feet
lb feet

lb foot
lb feet

lb feet
md/sec or
de$scc

lb
rs.d/sac  or
dcg/seo
rad/sec  or
dcp/sec

ft/seo

lb feet

ft/sec

ft/seo

ft/seo

l b

l b

l b
md or deg

ft/soo
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2. hthor Title, etc

I J. K. B. Illingworth, Flight tests of a hovering jet-lift aircraft
(Rolls koyce Flying Bedstead)
A.R.C. R & k1 3336, lby  1961

2 J. K. B. Illingworth Variable stability,and  control tests on the
H. 'J. Chinn S.C.l aircraft 1x1 Jet-borne flight, tith
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4

5 A. E. Fnyo
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Attitude control requjrements  for hovering
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flight simulator.
N.A.S.A.  TN D-792, April I%1
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Grumman Research Department
Report m-162, March 1963

A study of problems in ths flight simulation
of VTOL aircraft.
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Boll NiIP Report No. D228-492-001.
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I.L.S. paper  No. 61-118-1812, Juno 1961
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&J. Author Title, etc
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VTOL  aircraft by a flight dynamics  andysis.
LGARD  Report 472, July 1963

12 T. E. Loller A ratlone&  for the detorninatmn  of certain
VIOL handling qualities criterm.
AGI&D  Report 471, July 1963





APPENDIX C BLOCK DIAGRAMS OF THE COMPUTER SET UP

SUMMING AMPLIFIER HAVING AN OUTPUT

VOLlAGE  y GIVEN BY

Y y = - (a+b+3c+3d+Se+)

SIGN REVERSING AMPLIFIER HAVING
% Y

l . AN OUTPUT ys-X  + ALSO USEb  AS

A ‘BUFFER’TO  PREVENT INTER- ACTION

BETWLEH COMPUTING ELEMENTS

INTEGRATING AMPLIFIER HAVING AN

OUTPUT y = -NJ= dt

Y COEFFICIENT SETTING POTENTIOMETER
0

GIVING YonxWHERE  nCONSTANT4l

SERVOMULTIPLIER HAVING AN OUTPUT

SERVORESOLVER HAVING An OUTPUT

Cl CENOTES  THE VOLTAGE ANALOGUE
3R

OF A VARIABLE [FOR INSTANCE

E I3R MEANS THAT A GIVEN RATE OF YAW

R’/SEC WOULb  BE REPRESENTED BY A

VOLTAGE 3RV]

FIG. Cl KEY TO COMPUTER BLOCK DIAGRAMS

















QUAbRATlC TERM IN STICK GEARING

8 f--b

ROLL NOZZLES

CONTROL
/

STICK

-lOOV 3c

SIOOV
L

f
.S

RATE OF ROLL bAMPlNG  TERM btPENbEN1  ON STICK POSITION

FIG.C8 MODIFICATIONS TO ROLL CONTROL COMPUTATION TO REPRESENT NON
LINEAR STICK GEARING AND VARIABLE DAMPING
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FlG.1.  GENERAL LAYOUT OF THE SIMULATOR



(a) Cockpit and moving mechanism 

(b) Flight instrument panel 

6) 4% 
0 

(c) Shadowgraph projector 

(d) lift engine throttle 

Fig.2. Details of the simulation equipmen’ 



Fig.3.  Two views of the simulator visual

background as seen by the pilot



Fig.4. Two views of the runway taken by a

camera attached to the S.C.1. aircraft



Fig.5. Type of visual simulation achieved with improved

shadowgraph p ro jec to r  now be ing  deve loped
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0
0 0 2 0 4 0 6 00 I.0 SENSITIVITY RAD/SEC’/lN

(a) HOVERING OVER A GIVEN POSITION

6

4

2

0 ,.
0 0 2 0.4 06 08 I O  SENSlTIVITV.  RAD/SEC-/IN

(b) SIDEWAYS TRANSLATIONAL MANEOUVRE

FIG 8 PILOTS CRITICISMS OF ROLL CONTROL

CHARACTERISTICS DURING HOVERING AND
SIDEWAYS TRANSLATIONS



ROLL
DAMPING6
SEC”

00 0.2  0.4 0.60.2  0.4 0.6 0.8  1-o0.8  1-o I.2
ROLL CONTROL SENSITIVITY RAO/SEC+/  INROLL CONTROL SENSITIVITY RAO/SEC+/  IN

NO CRITICISMS
0 MODERATELY CRITICAL

.O  STRONGLY CR TICAL -

FIG. 9. ROLL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS WHICH WERE FREE
FROM CRITICISM FOR BOTH HOVERING AND MANOEUVERING.

(FROM  DATA IN FIGS. 8a AND 8b)



J-7 /STICK POSI’IION

” I S E C LE OF BANK
-CC

SlDBWAY5  DlSPL
i

(a)‘100 SLUGGISHm SENS\TlVITY  0.2 RAB/SEC2/lN.  BAMPINO 880 SEC”

STICK POSITION

- - -ANGLE OF BANK

(b)‘NEAR  OPTIMUML 3CNSITlVITY  0.6  RADlSEC2/IN  DAMPINt  4.0 SOC”

/STICK POSITION

SIDPWAVS  DISPLACCMENT

3”AT STICK
GRIP

1 T105’

r

SIOPWAYS

IO0  BANK
MOVEMENT

AN6LE

(c~~VERSENSITIVE” S~NS\TlVlTY  I*0 RAO/s;C2/,N DAMPINS  2-O  SeC-’

FIG. IO. TIME HISTORIES OF SIDEWAYS TRANSLATIONAL
MANEOUVRES WITH DIFFERENT ROLL CONTROL

CHARACTER1 STICS  PILOT D
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STICK PO%ITION
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I I

(b)  “NEAR OPTIMUMc LEN8lTlVIW O-6  RAQ/GCG’/lN OAMPltiG 4.0 SEC”

STICK POSITIONSTICK POSITION

ANGLE OF BANKANGLE OF BANK

( c )  wOV~SENSITIVE”( c )  wOV~SENSITIVE” ~LNWIVITY  I.0 RA~/SEC’/~N  D A M P I N G  2.0  5~~’~LNWIVITY  I.0 RA~/SEC’/~N  D A M P I N G  2.0  5~~’

FIG. II ‘TIME HISTORIES OF SIDEWAYS TRANSLATIONALFIG. II ‘TIME HISTORIES OF SIDEWAYS TRANSLATIONAL
MANOEUVRES WITH DIFFERENT ROLL CONTROLMANOEUVRES WITH DIFFERENT ROLL CONTROL

. CHARACTERISTICS PILOT B. CHARACTERISTICS PILOT B
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FIG.12 A HYPOTHETICAL MODEL OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTROL POWER,
CONTROL SENSITIVITY AND DAMPING FOR SATISFACTORY CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
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FIG.13.  COMPARISON OF VARIOUS ROLL CONTROL
CRITERIA AND TEST RESULTS. DAMPING AND

CONTROL SENSITIVITY AS PARAMETERS
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FIG 14 COMPARISON OF VARIOUS ROLL CONTROL
CRITERIA AND TEST RESULTS. DAMPING AND

CONTROL POWER AS PARAMETERS
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MAN. CONTROL PDWCR
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FIG.15 NON-LINEAR ROLL CONTROL GEARINGS TESTED



(a) FAILURE DURING HOVER REDUCING DAMPING SUDDENLY TO ZERO

t

2 zoo

I

lOti

(b)  FAILURE AT THE START OF A SIDEWAYS TRANSLATION REDUCING DAMPING TO ZERO

t

2 200

(c) MALFUNCTION REDUCING DAMPING TO ZERO AND NEEDING 12kz”/o  CONTROL TO TRIM

I I II+ 200

(I$ MALFUNCTION REDUCING DAMPING TO ZERO AND NEEDING 25’/0  CONTROL TO TRIM

FIG 16 TIME HISTORIES OF AIRCRAFT BEHAVIOUR FOLLOWING
VARIOUS FAILURES OF THE ROLL AUTOSTABILISER

DURING PILOTED SIMULATION
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FIG I8 COMPARISON OF VARIOUS PITCH CONTROL
Cj7ITERIA AND TEST RESULTS. DAMPING AND

CONTROL SENSITIVITY AS PARAMETERS
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